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Victorian Railways V Class 2 Tone Green is an upcoming 2-8-0 steam locomotive in Trainz World and Trainz Gold. It's the first 2-8-0 locomotive for the engine and tender. Developed by the Phoenix Foundry in Ballarat, Victoria, between, the V class was the first 2-8-0 locomotive on the
Victorian Railways, designed for use on branch lines around Victoria, and was a predecessor to the K class and J class locomotives. Originally built as Vauclain Compound locomotives, which used the steam twice to propel the locomotive before exhausting out the chimney, the class was
reboilered and converted to Simple Expansion locomotives in 1912-13. This pack features the Phoenix Foundry V class locomotives, as running between 1900 and approximately 1905-7, in 2 Tone Green livery, with 3 levels of weathering, and highly detailed textures using TRS19's new PBR
materials with height maps. This locomotive is designed for broad gauge (5ft3in gauge) track. Features: 1 locomotive and tender, with three optional levels of weathering (changed via the properties menu), in broad gauge for TRS19 3 pre-made consists, featuring light engine, goods, and
passenger consists. Texture swapping with "clean", "lightly weathered" and "heavy weathered" options, with tailored parameters maps Highly detailed PBR materials Heightmapped number plates, builders plates, and other details in TRS19! Scripted headlamp to appear unlit with unlit
marker lamps, or lit with lit marker maps Coal boards on the tender move when coal load is low Full custom interior view, with operational controls, with functional gauge glass valves and try-cock valves, and working cylinder drain cocks lever (steam effects only) Scripted, animated,
reverser and valve gear in exterior and interior views LOD on all meshes Scripted exhaust smoke effects, based off regulator and cut-off Scripted cylinder drain effects toggled by ALT + D or the cylinder drains lever in the cab, and based off the steam chest pressure Other Scripted steam
and sound effects including injectors, and blower Animated screwlink couplers, brake hoses/taps, and safety chains using ACS Scripted Marker Lamps and Tail discs, with glow lamps (thanks to
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Play with your friends (Android, iOS and Windows) and try to win!
Multiplayer mode
Clan mode; the ability to create Clan
Sign-in, recommended by Google, so your friends can watch you play and maybe join you!
Broadcast as you play
Create new Stories
Easy to remember, Pixel Fight is the name of your game, play it as you would say "a pixel fight"!
Pause game when you are paused by friends, or you take a break!
Jump instead of taps, tap to restart
Mobile mode! You may have to adjust your touch to play
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Set in the 26th century, ‘Beyond a Steel Sky’ tells the story of a military band raised on a space station to become the greatest fighting force in the universe. Needing to regain the trust of their people, they are dispatched to a distant mining outpost to investigate reports of an attack, which
they discover was driven by nanotechnology. Before they can uncover the truth, the mission turns into a race against time when the miners and the army are thrown into complete isolation. KEY FEATURES * Collect sequences of music from 40 of the 46 tracks on the album to unlock bonus
levels and other content. * Explore a universe of stunning graphics and multi-layered music. * Journey to the frontier, where high tech and romance collide in the game of life and death, in a brand-new setting of stunning visuals and soundtrack. * Fight battles on the ground, in orbit, and
even in the vacuum of space. * Play through the game from the perspective of up to four different characters, each with a set of unique skills. * Approach the events in a linear way, or switch between characters to gain alternate perspectives. * Use unlockable music to discover the many
wonderful and surprising hidden aspects of the story. * A gorgeous soundtrack bursting with atmosphere and suspense. Big thanks to all the fans that supported us through Kickstarter and our journey into the gaming spotlight! We are passionate about our experience in creating Beyond A
Steel Sky and are very excited to present our new adventure on the Playstation Network. Game Update 1.02 - Adds fixes and tweaks to the game on PS4 and PS3 - Added much more detail to the Character Birth in some cutscenes - More debris and airsoft variants added for weapon
upgrades - Lowering of laser fire damages in some areas, tweak to laser and hurt/damage effects - More tighter/flatter ground textures on some areas - Increased the underground object scattering! Our Name In The Dark 1.03 update is out now. It includes the following: - Gritty environment
effects! - Higher resolution textures. - More sweat around you as you approach the heat/cold conditions. - Better reflection/snow on the snow. - More ‘blacker-than-black’ nights for the sniper - Improved the power-up and kill/assist effects - Made some minor tweaks to the enemies
movement. - Etc. Check out: * c9d1549cdd
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In this thread, I explain my plans for my game so far and how it will be developed, and where it's going. It'll include: basic rules, game flow, some videos, "the idea" and the first "alpha" and of course, the game itself. It may sound a bit too vague and I'll probably use this thread to explain
things more clearly, once we're more near the "alpha" stage. Anyway, here's my game: BTW, I'll be watching for your feedback (this thread and others) and I'll answer questions when I can, but I'll mostly be working on it, so I may be away for a while. But don't worry, I'll be back when things
get fun! I'd love to read about your game if you're willing to share some things about it! Just two days ago I finished my first game, "Construction". Its goal is to simulate an endless construction/engineering struggle between you and your opponents. With the help of Reinhard, Seb, and
Alexandre, I've already gathered a lot of inspiration for the gameplay. I've also done a lot of designing, drawing, testing and discussing. Right now, I'm waiting to see how the development will go. I hope I'll have a playable prototype by the end of the week, and then can start to focus on
polishing it. Would like to see some gameplay footage before the actual demo. I have a few ideas for the gameplay I'm not entirely happy with yet. Also a few unanswered questions which I'll try to get answered. -Can you destroy your competitors' buildings? A lot of current games allow you
to do that. (Some of them are quite difficult to take down, like I'm afraid!) But with building destroyers (which are re-usable), it might not be easy to destroy your competitors' buildings. Maybe you can destroy those, and have to find new structures to build in the area? -To build and to
gather resources. This seems to be a big focus of the game. But if there are unlimited resources and unlimited build-space, this might be easy and boring. How can you restrict that and add some "gameyness" to the gameplay? -Inventing. It's already part of the game but I'm not sure if you
should emphasize it more
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MP40 22LR,Part 2 – Twist & Shout Introduction After getting reviews, feedback, and experienced hands around my firearm, I took it out to the range. I practiced basic loading and
firing. I learned to shoot a gun. I started to get comfortable with a firearm. It made me realize just how much I liked firearms for exactly the reason, which prompted me to keep picking
up my hobbies, the more, the better. I spent a year trying to find a good spinning metal, short barrel, black rifle with better sights for target shooting. The availability of alternative
components through import markets made my search quite simple. I came across the venerable MP40, commonly called the “MKII 40”. Well, I got a gun, it is old, it was good, and I
even paid $600 for it, I thought; what the heck. I wanted to give it a proper tone up. I was going to give it a twist. Most likely a drop of some of the nice guns turnings available in
different shops as a first person for a stock to be made to order. I thought it would change the look entirely. I wanted to keep it stock with a few traditional touches to fit the antique
theme. What started as a mundane, or so I thought project, ended up taking up five months. But in the end, it is a caliber that lives a life long term while others come and go. I guess
it's simple, but there is and will always be something good in people, through and through, no matter how hard we try to control or devolve them. It’s born from within us, and radiate
of old flame. It’s like in the movie Pulp Fiction, when Mr. W. says “You put your ego on the line with a gun, you live with the consequences.”. Well, you can say I did that. I put my ego
on the line and ran the risk of taking my firearm down the shop. It went down, but only for a stupid mechanic who didn’t appreciate sacrificing the bronzed finish. It cost me around
$600, and it is the best investment for just $600. It’s the gun that I keep coming back to. It’s the perfect marker in time, and reflects my passion for antique firearms and shooting.
Twist & Shout, in a word is a foregrip 
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Life in the Kacells is slow and safe. There are no wars, and the spirit of the old Kacells hasn't been felt in a thousand years. Then, a deadly spell is unleashed upon the kingdom. A
disgruntled court mage, Chief Illryay, has cursed the entire province to eternal sleep. Any who dare wake the sleepy Kacells will be punished. As people begin to die, King Kalbi is
forced to ask for the help of the greatest hero of all time: a young wayfarer named Rokheim. Rokheim, a master of magic and a young wayfarer in quest of greatness, is approached by
the King in great need. Together, this hero and his friends will have to journey to the city of Kalbi to return the sleeping lands to life. For as the lands sleep, so too does the life of
Rokheim. Rokheim is a 3rd person action adventure with stealth elements and an underlying story. Features: - Epic characters - Epic battles with a focus on stealth - 3 main characters
- Find high ground for strategic placement of attacks - Magic - Stealth - Gameplay - Popular characters a comparison of our results and the previous ones mentioned, with respect to
the values of the parameters. It is concluded that our results agree well with all the reported ones and therefore with a combined evaluation of all the data, the best fit to the slope of
the diffraction curve has been achieved at the value of the intercept factor of $b = -0.014 \, \rm rad$. It is worth noting that while the value of $a$ is essentially determined by the data
in the range of $3.5 \, \rm rad \leq 2\theta \leq 13 \, \rm rad$, it is independent of the angle between the two sides of the beam in the high angle region, i.e. for $2\theta > 13 \, \rm
rad$. Experimental spectra -------------------- The experimental results obtained for the spectrum are shown in Figure \[f14\]. Figure \[f14\](a) shows the $2\theta$-distribution of the
beam diffracted by the sample at different angles from the surface normal. ![(a) $2\theta$-distribution of the diffracted beam. The curves were calculated for the diffraction angle $2\
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